
Index

A∞-space, 599
action of operad, 596

on knot space, 566
acyclic category, 342
adjoint functors, 344
amalgamated product, 365
analytic continuation, 524

in manifold calculus, 542
associative operad, 596
attaching

a cell, 8
as pushout, 135

a handle, 579
map, 93

augmentation
of a cosimplicial space, 455
of a simplicial space, 575

Barratt’s desuspension spectral sequence, 463
Barratt–Puppe sequence, 61, 157

and cohomology long exact sequence, 61
dual, 47, 117

and homotopy long exact sequence, 47
base space, 29
based

cosimplicial space, 456
cube, 222
homotopy classes of maps, 15
map, 7
space, 7
totalization, 446

basepoint, 7
disjoint, 9
and cofibration, 55
non-degenerate, 8

Berstein–Hilton Theorem, 217, 297
bifunctor, 370

Blakers–Massey Theorem, 290
and homotopy excision, 184
and cubical approximation of a space, 291
and first non-zero n-ad homotopy group,

289
and first non-zero triad homotopy group,

185
and optimal connectivity estimate, 191
dual, 290
for squares, 188

dual, 188
generalization, 189
key lemma, 204

formal step for n = 3, 306
generalization, 290

dual, 290
key lemma, 299
original version, 184, 289

block of a partition, 290
boundary map, 22
box product, 463

cartesian cube, 230
cartesian square, 99

and homotopy cartesian square, 113
category, 339

acyclic, 342
classifying space, 384
cocomplete, 360
colimit, 360
complete, 352
composition function, 339
connected, 416
coproduct, 349, 350
cosimplicial indexing, 444
degree of an object, 414
direct, 414
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614 Index

discrete, 340
empty, 391, 396
equivalence, 346
filtered, 377
finite, 340
group, 341
inverse, 342, 414
isomorphism, 342
latching, 415
limit, 352
matching, 415
model, 380
morphism, 339
nerve, 384
objects, 339
of R-modules, 341
of (abelian) groups, 341
of based spaces, 8, 341
of chain complexes, 341
of commutative rings, 341
of compactly generated spaces, 5
of objects over i, 381
of objects under i, 382
of open subsets of a manifold, 524
of sets, 341
of simplicial sets, 572
of small categories, 347
of spaces over a space, 504, 522
of spectra, 590
of topological spaces, 341
of vector spaces, 341
opposite, 341
poset, 340
product, 342, 349, 350
realization, 384
Reedy, 414
simplicial indexing, 444
small, 340
twisted arrow, 439
very small, 342

Čech complex, 572
cellular

chain complex, 25
map, 79

chain complex, 24
circle-i operations, 596
classifying space, 571

of a category, 384
of a group, 388

co-H space, 297
co-cone, 360

cobar construction
cyclic, 460
geometric, 458
two-sided, 460

cocartesian cube, 258
cocartesian square, 136

and homotopy cocartesian square, 152
cocomplete category, 360
codegeneracies, 444
coend, 371

model for colimit, 372
model for homotopy colimit, 412

coequalizer, 362, 369
as iterated pushout, 364
model for colimit, 369

cofaces, 444
cofiber, 28

and homotopy cofiber, 58
and homotopy invariance, 28
as pushout, 134
homotopy, see homotopy cofiber
of tower of skeleta, 576

cofibrant
cube, 269

colimit is homotopy colimit, 270, 416
functor, 415
pushout cube, 269
pushout square, 165
replacement, 166, 420

and k-cocartesian square, 166
colimit is homotopy colimit, 421
of a cube, 270

space, 415
square, 165

colimit is homotopy colimit, 165
cofibration, 47

and basepoints, 55
and composition, 53
and homotopy equivalence, 55
and homotopy invariance, 54
and inclusion, 51
and injectivity, 48
and pushout, 54, 55, 137
and relative CW complexes, 50
and submanifold, 52
and weak equivalence, 55
coproduct, 49
long exact sequence, 53
of homotopy colimits, 432
preserved by homotopy colimit, 423
sequence, 48
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of total homotopy cofibers, 274
square, 165
which is homotopy equivalence, 63

Cofinality Theorem, 434
coformality

of little cubes operad, 568
cohomology spectral sequence of cosimplicial

space, 499
cojoin, 217
cokernel as coequalizer, 363
colimit, 360

and maps, 375
as coend, 372
as disjoint union, 374
as functor, 366
coequalizer model, 369
commutes with

colimit, 376
limit, 378

homotopy cofiber as, 365
homotopy pushout as, 365
infinite symmetric product, 364
least common multiple as, 361
least upper bound as, 361
mapping cylinder, 365
of a cube, 255
of a punctured cube, 255

as iterated pushout, 257
of a sequence of groups, 588
of a tower of cofibrations, 409
orbit space, 365
over product category, 376
pushout as, 133
supremum as, 361

commutative diagram, 7
commutator map, 218

iterated, 332
compact-open topology, 12
compactly generated space, 5
complete category, 352
concave subset, 324
cone, 9, 59, 352

fiberwise, 181
mapping, 58
of a map, 9
reduced, 9

configuration space, 251, 292, 530, 558
Fulton–MacPherson compactification, 560
Kontsevich compactification, 560
unordered, 530, 535

connected category, 416

connecting map, 34
in homotopy exact sequence, 22

connective spectrum, 589
connectivity

of a space, 67
of loop space, 69
of suspension, 70

connectivity estimate, 543
constant

cosimplicial space, 458
diagram, 346
map, 6
spectrum, 587

contact
kth order, 581
first order, 581
zeroth order, 581

contractible space, 15
and homotopy cofiber, 156
weakly, 67

contravariant functor, 343
convex subset, 316
coproduct

as colimit, 361
in a category, 349, 350
of cofibrations, 49
of homotopy cocartesian squares, 153

cosimplex, 446
codegenerate, 446

cosimplicial
contraction, 457
diagram, 445
homotopy, 457
identities, 444
indexing category, 444, 570
model for homotopy pullback, 460
model for loop space, 458
model for mapping space, 461
replacement, 465

and homotopy limit, 465
of finite acyclic diagram, 469

resolution of a space, 458
simplex, 445

cosimplicial space, 445
associated to an operad, 598
augmentation, 455
based, 456
box product, 463
cohomology spectral sequence, 499
constant, 458
cubical replacement, 472
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diagonal, 478
fibrant, 449
homology spectral sequence

and homotopy initial functor, 501
and Hurewicz map, 501
complete convergence, 499
E1 term, 498
E2 term, 498
exotic convergence, 499
of a truncation, 500

homotopy spectral sequence
and homotopy initial functor, 501
and Hurewicz map, 501
E1 term, 493
E2 term, 494
of a truncation, 500

left contraction, 456
matching map, 449
matching space, 449
multi-, 476
non-fibrant, 449
normalization, 453
right contraction, 457
totalization, 446
truncation, 451

and homology spectral sequence, 500
and homotopy spectral sequence, 500

covariant functor, 343
covering space, 29
critical

point, 583
value, 583

cross-effect
cube, 519
of a functor, 519

cube, 221, 344
and fibers of totalization tower, 474, 475
as map of cubes, 224
based, 222
cartesian, 230
cocartesian, 258
cofibrant, 269

colimit is homotopy colimit, 270, 416
cofibrant pushout, 269
cofibrant replacement, 270
colimit, 255
cross-effect, 519
equivalent to cofibrant cube, 270
equivalent to fibrant cube, 243
face, 223
factorization, 240, 241, 267

fibrant, 243
limit is homotopy limit, 246, 416

fibrant pullback, 243
fibrant replacement, 243
homology groups, 274
homotopy cartesian, 235
homotopy cocartesian, 262
homotopy colimit, 258
homotopy groups, 254
homotopy limit, 231
k-cartesian, 235
k-cocartesian, 262
limit, 227
of configuration spaces, 252, 292
of cubes, 224, 241, 242, 267, 268
of embedding spaces, 296
of open inclusions, 262
of products and join, 264, 274
of submanifolds, 294
of suspensions, 271
punctured, 222, 344
pushout, 258
strongly cartesian, 242

equivalent to pullback cube, 243
strongly cocartesian, 268

and homotopy fibers, 276
equivalent to pushout cube, 270

total homotopy cofiber, 272
total homotopy fiber, 249

Cube Theorem
First, 282
Second, 187, 283

cubical
diagram, see cube
indexing category, 221, 386
replacement of cosimplicial space, 472

CW approximation, 18
CW complex, 8

dimension, 9
finite, 9
relative, 8

CW pair, 8
cyclic cobar construction, 460

deformation retraction, 14
degeneracies, 571
degeneracy-free simplicial space, 574
degenerate simplex, 571

does not contribute, 571
degree of an object, 414
derived functor, 380
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diagonal
cosimplicial space, 478
map, 6

diagram, 343
commutative, 7
constant, 346
cosimplicial, 445
cosimplicial replacement, 465
cubical, see cube
natural transformation, 345
non-commutative, 7
of spaces, 7
simplicial replacement, 575

difference map, 72
differential of a functor, 521
direct

homotopy colimit, 398, 416, 417
limit, 363

of a sequence of groups, 588
product of vector spaces, 362
subcategory, 414
sum of vector spaces, 362

directed system, 363
of spaces, 419

discrete category, 340
disjoint union

as homotopy pushout, 140
as pushout, 134

disjunction, 548
strong, 548
weak, 549

disjunction problem, 197
distinguished open set, 83
distributive law, 174, 431
Dold–Thom Theorem, 89, 506

cosimplicial version, 461
generalization, 280

dual Barratt–Puppe sequence, 117
dual Blakers–Massey Theorem, see

Blakers–Massey Theorem

Eilenberg–MacLane
space, 61
spectrum, 587

homotopy groups, 589
Elementary Transversality Theorem, 585
embedding, 295

disjunction, 548
space, 525

embedding functor
connectivity estimate

for linear stage, 545
for Taylor tower stages, 547

convergence of Taylor tower, 543
first two derivatives, 538

empty set, 4
end, 370

model for homotopy limit, 412
model for limit, 370

equalizer, 354, 367
as iterated pullback, 356
model for limit, 368
vs. limit, 356

equivalence
homotopy, 15
isotopy, 525
of categories, 346
weak, 16

error estimate in Taylor tower, 541
evaluation map, 30
excision, 25

and pairs of spaces, 25
homology, 183
and multivariable functors, 508

excisive functor, 506
universal examples, 506

exponential law, 13
based, 14
unbased, 13

exponentiation
commutes with homotopy limits, 236
commutes with homotopy pullback, 114
preserves homotopy cartesian cubes, 236
takes cocartesian to cartesian, 171

faces, 571
factorization

of cubes, 240, 267
of squares, 121, 163, 436

fat
realization, 573
wedge, 260, 272

fiber, 28
and homotopy fiber, 43
and homotopy invariance, 28
as pullback, 95
bundle, 29
homotopy, see homotopy fiber
of totalization tower, 453

and cubical replacement, 474, 475
product, 356

and homotopy pushout, 173
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of spaces, 94
sequence, 47

fiber–cofiber construction, 193
fiberwise

cone, 181
join, 180, 291
suspension, 181

fibrant
cosimplicial space, 449
cube, 243

limit is homotopy limit, 246, 416
functor, 415
pullback cube, 243
pullback square, 124
replacement, 124, 420

and k-cartesian square, 126
limit is homotopy limit, 421
of a cube, 243

space, 415
square, 124

limit is homotopy limit, 124
fibration, 29

and composition, 34
and homotopy equivalence, 39
and homotopy invariance, 36
and open cover, 40
and pullback, 35, 39, 101
and surjectivity, 30
and uniqueness of lifts, 32
and weak equivalence, 39
but not a universal quasifibration, 87
homotopy equivalent fibers, 35
homotopy long exact sequence, 34
Hopf, 30
Hurewicz, 29
locally determined, 40
of homotopy limits, 432
preserved by homotopy limit, 423
preserved by maps, 33
product, 30
sequence, 29

of total homotopy fibers, 254
preserved by loops, 33

Serre, 29
space of sections, 530
that is a homotopy equivalence, 64
trivial, 30

filtered
category, 377
colimit commutes with finite limit, 378

homotopy colimit commutes with finite
homotopy limit, 427

final object, 343
and contractible realization, 387
and homotopy colimit, 396

finitary functor, 504, 525
finite

category, 340
homotopy limit commutes with filtered

homotopy colimit, 427
limit commutes with filtered colimit, 378

finite type knot invariants, 568
First Cube Theorem, 282
first homotopy group of a square, 216, 330
first order contact, 581
fixed points, 357

as limit, 358
fold map, 6, 177
formality of little cubes operad, 567

and collapse of Bousfield–Kan spectral
sequence, 568

free loop space, 13
as homotopy pullback, 104

Freudenthal Suspension Theorem, 190, 588
generalization, 191

full subcategory, 340
Fulton–MacPherson

compactification, 560
operad, 564

equivalent to little cubes, 564
functor, 343

k-excisive, 505
adjoint, 344
agree to order k, 510
category, 347
cofibrant, 415
colimit, 366
colimit-preserving, 376
constant, 346

and homotopy colimit, 396
and homotopy limit, 391

contravariant, 343
covariant, 343
cross-effect, 519
derived, 380
differential, 521
embedding, see embedding functor
excisive, 506
fibrant, 415
finitary, 504, 525
good, 526
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Grothendieck construction, 442
homogeneous, 515, 535

and infinite loop space, 517
homotopy, 504
homotopy initial, 433
homotopy terminal, 433
identity, 344
isotopy, 525
left adjoint, 344
limit, 359
limit-preserving, 376
linear, 506, 527
overcategory, 382
polynomial, 505, 526
polynomial approximation, 512, 532

finite model for knot space, 555
finite model in manifold calculus, 533
for knots, 556

ρ-analytic
homotopy calculus, 523
manifold calculus, 540

reduced, 505
right adjoint, 344
stably k-excisive, see stably k-excisive

functor
symmetric, 518
undercategory, 382
vs. diagram, 343

functor-operad, 598

Ganea’s Fiber-Cofiber Construction, 193
dual, 195

Ganea’s Theorem, 176
generalized

Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence, 480
Whitehead product, 186, 219, 334

geometric cobar construction, 458
two-sided, 460

geometric realization, see realization
gluing lemma, 142

dual, 104
good functor, 526
Grassmannian, 551
greatest common divisor, 354
greatest lower bound, 353
Grothendieck construction, 442
group action

continuous, 357
on a spectrum, 594

group as a category, 341
grouplike simplicial set, 462

half-smash product, 11
Hall basis, 335
handle, 579

attaching, 579
decomposition, 580
dimension, 580
index, 579

and radius of convergence of Taylor
tower, 540

handlebody, 580
Hilton–Milnor Theorem, 190, 334, 336
Hochschild homology, 463
homeomorphic spaces, 6
homeomorphism, 6

and homotopy equivalence, 19
of pairs, 8

homogeneous functor
homotopy calculus, 515
manifold calculus, 535

homological excision, 25
Homological Whitehead Theorem, 187, 202
homology, 24

and k-connected map, 67
and k-connected space, 79
differential, 24
Hochschild, 463
long exact sequence of a pair, 25
of a cube, 274
of a map, 171
of a square, 171
reduced, 24
relative, 24

homology spectral sequence
for long knots, 566

collapses, 567
of cosimplicial space

and homotopy initial functor, 501
and Hurewicz map, 501
complete convergence, 499
E1 term, 498
E2 term, 498
exotic convergence, 499

of homotopy colimit, 577
of homotopy limit, 500
of punctured cube, 490
of total cofiber, 492
of tower of cofibrations, 486
of truncation of cosimplicial space, 500

homotopic maps, 14
and homotopy cofiber, 149
and homotopy fiber, 110
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and mapping cylinder, 148
and mapping path space, 109

Homotopical Whitehead Theorem, 19, 187
homotopy

inverse, 15
classes of maps, 15

based, 15
of pairs, 15

cosimplicial, 457
equivalence, 15
equivalent spaces, 15
long exact sequence of a pair, 21

boundary map, 22
connecting map, 22

type, 15
homotopy calculus of functors

homogeneous functor, 515
and infinite loop space, 517

layer of Taylor tower, 516
classification, 522
is homogeneous, 516

polynomial approximation, 512
ρ-analytic functor, 523
radius of convergence, 523
Taylor tower, 514

homotopy cartesian cube, 235
and exponentiation, 275
and homotopy fibers, 238
and map of cubes, 239
and products, 235

homotopy cartesian square, 111, see also
homotopy pullback

and cartesian square, 113
and exponentiation, 171
and homotopy fibers, 120
and products, 113
and relative homotopy groups, 121
and weak equivalence, 116
equivalent to fibrant pullback square, 125
of spectra, 592

homotopy cocartesian cube, 262
and disjoint unions, 263
and exponentiation, 275
and homotopy cofibers, 266
and map of cubes, 266
and wedges, 263

homotopy cocartesian square, 150, see also
homotopy pushout

and cocartesian square, 152
and coproduct, 153
and exponentiation, 171

and homotopy cofibers, 162
and union, 153
and weak equivalence, 155
equivalent to cofibrant pushout square, 165
of spectra, 592

homotopy coexact sequence, 61
homotopy cofiber, 57

and cofiber, 58
and contractible space, 156
and homotopic maps, 149
and long exact sequence, 60
and projection map, 59
and retracts, 170
as colimit, 365
as homotopy colimit, 58
as homotopy pushout, 140
as pushout, 135
commutes with suspension, 60
iterated, 169
of map of spectra, 592
total, 168, 272, see also total homotopy

cofiber
homotopy colimit, 395

and colimit, 396
and constant factor, 396
and covering category, 434, 435
and exponentiation, 275, 426
and final object, 396, 575
and realization, 573
as coend, 412
as functor, 398
as homotopy Kan extension, 413
as quotient, 395
commutes with

homotopy colimit, 265, 427
homotopy limit, 428
join, 265
products, 263, 429
smash product, 265
suspension, 265, 430
union, 429
wedge, 263, 265, 429

direct, 416, 417
homology spectral sequence, 577
homotopy orbits, 398
is homotopy invariant, 409
of a cube, 258
of a punctured cube, 258

and suspension, 259
is homotopy invariant, 261
of identity maps, 259
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of a tower, 398
over the empty category, 396
pointed, 258, 395
preserves cofibrations, 423
restriction induces cofibration, 271, 432
special case of homotopy pushout, 138
Thomason’s Theorem, 442
truncated, 411

homotopy equivalence
of squares, 124
preserved by maps, 15
vs. weak equivalence, 16, 68, 100, 112

homotopy exact sequence, 47
homotopy excision, see Blakers–Massey

Theorem
homotopy extension property, 47
homotopy fiber, 42

and fiber, 43
and homotopic maps, 110
and long exact sequence, 46
and loop space, 44
and retracts, 131
as homotopy limit, 43, 103
as homotopy pullback, 103
as limit, 357
as pullback, 95
commutes with loops, 45
iterated, 128
of map of spectra, 592
of mapping spaces, 45
total, 127, 249, see also total homotopy fiber

homotopy fiber product, 102
homotopy fixed points, 394

spectrum, 594
homotopy functor, 504
homotopy groups, 20

of a cube, 254
of an Eilenberg–MacLane spectrum, 589
of a map, 132
of a spectrum, 589
of a square, 133
of a triad, 185
relative, 21
stable, 588

homotopy initial functor, 433
Cofinality Theorem, 434

homotopy invariance
of colimit of tower of cofibrations, 409
of homotopy colimit, 409
of homotopy colimit of punctured cube, 261
of homotopy limit, 399

of homotopy limit of punctured cube, 234
of homotopy pullback, 104
of homotopy pushout, 142
of limit of tower of fibrations, 399

homotopy invariant totalization, 449
homotopy Kan extension, 412
homotopy lifting property, 29
homotopy limit, 389

and constant factor, 391
and covering category, 434, 435
and exponentiation, 275, 426
and initial object, 391, 467
and limit, 390
and totalization, 448
as end, 412
as functor, 394
as homotopy Kan extension, 413
as natural transformations, 389
commutes with

exponentiation, 236
homotopy colimit, 427
homotopy limit, 236, 427
loops, 237, 430
product, 236, 429

homology spectral sequence, 500
homotopy fixed points, 394
homotopy spectral sequence, 495
inverse, 416, 417
is homotopy invariant, 399
of a cube, 231
of a punctured cube, 230

and loop space, 231
as iterated homotopy pullback, 232
is homotopy invariant, 234
of identity maps, 231

of a punctured square, 102
of a tower, 393
over the empty category, 391
preserves fibrations, 423
restriction induces fibration, 248, 432
truncated, 404

homotopy orbits, 398
spectrum, 594

homotopy pullback, 102, see also homotopy
cartesian square

and free loop space, 104
and homotopy fiber, 103
and loop space, 104
and universal property, 102
and weak equivalence of diagrams, 108
as end, 371
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as homotopy limit, 392
as limit, 357
as pullback, 102
commutes with

exponentiation, 114, 236
homotopy pullback, 236
homotopy pushout, 286
loops, 120, 237
product, 114

cosimplicial model, 460
distributes over homotopy pushout, 174, 431
is homotopy invariant, 104
iterated, 119, 232
of identity maps, 103
of spectra, 591

homotopy pushout, 138, see also homotopy
cocartesian square

and fiber product, 173
and homotopy cofiber, 140
and homotopy fibers, 174
and identity maps, 140
and join, 141
and mapping cylinder, 140
and products, 154
and smash product, 141
and suspension, 141
and weak equivalence of diagrams, 148
as coend, 372
as colimit, 365
as homotopy colimit, 397
as pushout, 140
commutes with

homotopy pullback, 286
homotopy pushout, 265
join, 159
products, 263
smash product, 159
suspension, 159
wedge, 154, 159

iterated, 158, 259
of spectra, 591

homotopy spectral sequence
and steep vanishing line, 485
complete convergence, 483
conditional convergence, 483
for long knots, 566
for Taylor tower, 524
Mittag–Leffler, 484
of cosimplicial space

and homotopy initial functor, 501
and Hurewicz map, 501

E1 term, 493
E2 term, 494

of homotopy limit, 495
of punctured cube, 487
of total fiber, 489
of tower of fibrations, 482
of truncation of cosimplicial space, 500

homotopy terminal functor, 433
Cofinality Theorem, 434

Hopf fibration, 30
Hurewicz

fibration, 29
map, 198

and infinite symmetric product, 199
Hurewicz Theorem

Absolute, 199
Relative, 187, 200

identity
map, 6
morphism, 339

identity functor, 344
and excisiveness, 506
convergence of Taylor tower, 523
stably excisive, 510

immersion
is a linear functor, 529
space, 525

inclusion
and cofibration, 51
map, 6

indexing category
cosimplicial, 444, 570
cubical, 221, 386
simplicial, 444

infimum as a limit, 353
infinite loop space, 590
infinite symmetric product, 89, 280, 506

and excision, 89
and homology groups, 89
as colimit, 364

infinitely-connected
map, 68
pair, 68
space, 67

initial object, 343
and contractible realization, 387
and homotopy limit, 391

intersection as limit, 354
inverse

category, 414
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homotopy limit, 416, 417
in a category, 342
limit, 355

as equalizer, 355
morphism, 342
system, 355

of spaces, 417
isomorphism

natural, 346
of objects in a category, 342

isotopy, 525
equivalence, 525
functor, 525

iterated
commutator map, 332
homotopy cofiber, 168, 169

and total homotopy cofiber, 168, 272
homotopy fiber, 128

and total homotopy fiber, 128, 250
homotopy pullback, 119, 232
homotopy pushout, 158, 259
pullback, 228
pushout, 257

j-handle, see handle
join, 11

as homotopy pushout, 141
commutes with

homotopy colimit, 265
homotopy pushout, 159

connectivity, 161
fiberwise, 180, 291
of loop spaces, 175
reduced, 11

K-theory spectrum, 587
k-cartesian

cube, 235
and homotopy fibers, 238

square, 111
and homotopy fibers, 120
and products, 113

k-cocartesian
cube, 262

and homotopy cofibers, 266
square, 150

and homotopy cofibers, 162
k-connected

map, 68
and attaching a cell, 79
and cofibration, 69

and compositions, 70
and homology, 67
and homotopy cofiber, 70
and homotopy groups, 69
and mapping cylinder, 69

pair, 68
and CW complexes, 79
and relative homotopy groups, 68

space, 67
and homology, 79

k-excisive functor, 505
k-fold differential of a functor, see differential

of a functor
k-jet, 581

of a smooth map, 581
source, 581
target, 581

kth cross-effect, see cross-effect of a functor
kth layer of the Taylor tower, see layer of the

Taylor tower
kth order contact, 581
kth polynomial approximation, see polynomial

approximation
Kan extension, 372
kernel as equalizer, 355
knot

invariants, 555
finite type, 568

long vs. closed, 555
space, 554

and Kontsevich operad, 565
cosimplicial model, 561
is two-fold loop space, 565
modulo immersions, 554

types, 555
Kontsevich

compactification, 560
Integral, 567
operad, 564

and Taylor tower for knots, 565
equivalent to little cubes, 564

latching
category, 415
map, 415
space, 415

layer of the Taylor tower
classification, 522, 537
homotopy calculus, 516
manifold calculus, 535

least common multiple as colimit, 361
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624 Index

least upper bound as colimit, 361
Lebesgue lemma, 26
left cofinal, 433
left contraction of a cosimplicial space, 456
left Kan extension, 372

homotopy, 412
lifting axiom, 64
limit, 352

and maps, 375
and totalization, 448
as end, 370
as functor, 359
as natural transformations, 373
commutes with

colimit, 378
limit, 376

direct, 363
equalizer model, 368
fixed points, 358
greatest common divisor, 354
greatest lower bound, 353
homotopy, see homotopy limit
homotopy fiber, 357
homotopy pullback, 357
infimum, 353
intersection, 354
inverse, 355
of a cube, 227
of a punctured cube, 226

as iterated pullback, 228
of a tower of (co)fibrations, 423
of a tower of fibrations, 399
over product category, 376
path space, 357
pullback, 94, 356
vs. equalizer, 356

linear functor, 506, 527
link maps, 542
little n-cubes operad, 596
local quasifibration, 84

but not universal quasifibration, 86
is a quasifibration, 85

long exact sequence
of a cofibration, 53
and quasifibrations, 81
Barratt–Puppe, 61
dual Barratt–Puppe, 47
homotopy coexact, 61
homotopy exact, 47
in homology, 25
in homotopy, 21

of a fibration, 34
and of a pair, 34

of a triad, 185
of homology groups of a square, 171
of homotopy groups of a square, 133

long unknot, 554
loop space, 13, 44

and join, 175
as homotopy fiber, 44
as homotopy limit of a punctured cube, 231
as homotopy pullback, 104
connectivity, 69
free, 13
infinite, 590

looping a map, 13
loops

adjoint to suspension, 14
commute with

homotopy fibers, 45
homotopy limits, 237, 430
homotopy pullbacks, 237
pullback, 120

preserve fibration sequences, 33
Lusternik–Schnirelmann category, 196, 502

m-cosimplicial space, see multi-cosimplicial
space

manifold
triad, 580
with corners, 560, 580

manifold calculus of functors
analytic continuation, 542
homogeneous functor, 535

classification, 537
layer of Taylor tower, 535

classification, 537
is homogeneous, 535

polynomial approximation, 532
for knots, 556

ρ-analytic functor, 540
radius of convergence, 540
Taylor tower, 534

for long knots, 557
map

of pairs, 12
and loop space, 13
based, 7
commutator, 218
constant, 6
diagonal, 6
evaluation, 30
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fold, 6
homology groups, 171
homotopy groups, 132
Hurewicz, 198

and infinite symmetric product, 199
∞-connected, 68
identity, 6
inclusion, 6
k-connected, 68
latching, 415
matching, 415
null-homotopic, 14
of cubes, 224

and homotopy cartesian cubes, 239
and homotopy cocartesian cubes, 266

of diagrams, 345
of simplicial sets/spaces, 570
of spectra, 589
of squares, 125
of tower of (co)fibrations, 423
of weak equivalences, 117
pullback corner, 98
quotient, 6
restriction, 6
transverse to

point, 584
submanifold, 584

mapping
cone, 58

reduced, 58
cylinder, 56

and homotopic maps, 148
as colimit, 365
as homotopy colimit, 397
as homotopy pushout, 140
as pushout, 135
double, 139
homotopy invariant, 57
reduced, 56

microscope, 418
path space, 41

and homotopic maps, 109
as homotopy limit, 392
as homotopy pullback, 104
as pullback, 95
homotopy invariant, 42

space, 12
and weak equivalences, 17
based, 12
cosimplicial model, 461

telescope, 419

torus, 397
maps

and colimit, 375
and homotopy colimit, 275, 426
and homotopy limit, 275, 426
and limit, 375
as a bifunctor, 370, 389
as a homotopy limit, 391
codegeneracy, 444
coface, 444
degeneracy, 571
face, 571
homotopic, see homotopic maps
is a linear functor, 527
preserve fibrations, 33
preserve homotopy equivalences, 15
takes cocartesian to cartesian, 171
takes cofibrations to fibrations, 62

matching
category, 415
lemma, 104
map, 415

for cosimplicial space, 449
space, 415

for cosimplicial space, 449
maximal subset, 316
minimal subset, 324
Mittag–Leffler condition, 484
model category, 380
monad, 461
morphism

identity, 339
in a category, 339
inverse, 342
of operads, 597

multi-cosimplicial space, 476
totalization, 477

Multijet Transversality Theorem, 586
multivariable functor and excision, 508

n-cell, 8
n-cube, see cube
n-simplex, 5
n-skeleton, 8, see also skeleton
nth homotopy group, 20
nth symmetric product, 89
nth truncation, see truncation
natural isomorphism, 346
natural transformation

and homotopy between realizations, 387
objectwise, 345
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626 Index

of diagrams, 345
pointwise, 345
space, 373

and limit, 373
as end, 370

nerve of a category, 384
non-commutative diagram, 7
non-degenerate

basepoint, 8
chain of morphisms, 384

normalization of a cosimplicial space, 453
null-homotopic map, 14

Ω-spectrum, 587
object

final, 343
initial, 343
of a category, 339

objectwise natural transformation, 345
one-point space, 4
open pushout square, 151
open triad, 151
operad

action, 596
on knot space, 566

and cosimplicial space, 598
associative, 596
associativity axiom, 595
circle-i operations, 596
Fulton–MacPherson, 564
identity axiom, 595
identity element, 595
Kontsevich, 564
little n-cubes, 596

coformality, 568
formality, 567

morphism, 597
non-symmetric, 595
recognition principle, 597
structure maps, 595
with multiplication, 564, 597
without permutations, 595

opposite category, 341
orbit space, 358

as colimit, 365
overcategory, 382

of a functor, 382

p-adic integers, 355
pair, 7

CW, 8

∞-connected, 68
k-connected, 68

and relative homotopy groups, 68
partial totalization, 452
partition of a set, 290
path components, 20
path space, 13

as limit, 357
path-connected space, 20
pointed

homotopy colimit, 258, 395
space, 7

pointwise natural transformation, 345
polynomial approximation

for knots, 556
in homotopy calculus, 512
in manifold calculus, 532

finite model, 533, 555
polynomial functor

in homotopy calculus, 505
in manifold calculus, 526

poset, 340
of open subsets of a manifold, 524

product
amalgamated, 365
and colimit, 374
as limit, 353
as pullback, 94
category, 342
commutes with

homotopy colimit, 263, 429
homotopy limit, 236, 429
homotopy pullback, 114

half-smash, 11
in a category, 349, 350
of k-cartesian squares, 113
of fibrations, 30
of homotopy cartesian squares, 113
preserves homotopy cocartesian cubes, 263
preserves homotopy pushouts, 154
smash, 11

pullback, 35
and exponentiation, 137
and fiber, 95
and homeomorphisms, 96
and homotopy fiber, 95
and injections, 96
and mapping path space, 95
and product, 94
as limit, 356
bundle, 96
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corner map, 98
in a category, 356
iterated, 228
not homotopy invariant, 100
of a fibration, 35, 39, 93, 101
of a punctured cube, 226
of identity maps, 95
of spaces, 94
square, 99
strict, 99, 230

punctured
knots, 556
square, 92

punctured cube, 222, 344
associated to cosimplicial space, 472
associated to simplicial space, 577
constant, 225
homology spectral sequence of, 490
homotopy colimit of, 258
homotopy limit of, 230
homotopy spectral sequence of, 487
of simplices, 225

Puppe sequence, see Barratt–Puppe sequence
pushout, 133

and attaching a cell, 135
and cofiber, 134
and exponentiation, 137
and homeomorphisms, 135
and homotopy cofiber, 135
and mapping cylinder, 135
and surjections, 135
and wedge, 134
as a colimit, 364
cube, 258
in a category, 364
iterated, 257
not homotopy invariant, 137
of a cofibration, 54, 55, 137
of a punctured cube, 255
of categories, 437
of groups, 365
of identity maps, 134
open pushout, 151
square, 136
strict, 136, 258
union, 364

quasifibration, 80
and homotopy long exact sequence, 81
and mapping cylinders, 281
but not a fibration, 36, 81

definition via pullbacks, 81
local, 84
patching criterion, 82
universal, 85

Quillen’s Theorem A, 437
Quillen’s Theorem B, 437
quotient

by the empty set, 135
map, 6
space, 4
topology, 4

R-completion of a simplicial set, 461
homotopy spectral sequence, 495

R-resolution of a simplicial set, 462
ρ-analytic functor

homotopy calculus, 523
manifold calculus, 540

realization, 571
and cubical homotopy colimit, 578
and homotopy colimit, 573
as a colimit of realizations of skeleta, 575
as a functor, 572
as a homotopy colimit, 396
commutes with products, 572
contractible, 387
fat, 573
is a CW complex, 571
of a category, 384
of a cubical indexing category, 386
of a tower indexing category, 387

reduced
join, 11
suspension, 10
cone, 9
functor, 505
homology, 24
mapping cone, 58

Reedy category, 414
regular

homotopy, 525
value, 583

relative homotopy groups, 21
and k-connected pair, 68
and homotopy cartesian square, 121

Relative Hurewicz Theorem, 187, 200
replacement

cofibrant, 420
fibrant, 420
simplicial, 575
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628 Index

restricted cosimplicial space, see
semicosimplicial space

retract, 6, 131
is closed, 6

retraction, 6
right cofinal, 433
right contraction of a cosimplicial space, 457
right Kan extension, 372

homotopy, 412
rooted trees, 596

S -cube, see cube
Sard’s Theorem, 584
Second Cube Theorem, 187, 283

implies First Cube Theorem, 284
second-quadrant spectral sequence, 482
section, 6
Seifert–van Kampen Theorem, 26, 153, 365
semicosimplicial space, 450
semisimplicial space, 573
sequence

cofibration, 48
fibration, 29

Serre fibration, 29
Serre Theorem, 187, 203
set

of path components, 20
simplicial, 571

simplex, 5
cosimplicial, 445
degenerate, 571

does not contribute, 571
punctured cubical, 225
singular, 24

simplicial
indexing category, 444
replacement, 575

and homotopy colimit, 575
set, 571

as colimit of its skeleta, 574
grouplike, 462
R-good, 462

space, 570
augmentation, 575
degeneracy-free, 574

simply-connected space, 20
singular

homology, 24
simplex, 24

skeleton, 574
Smale–Hirsch Theorem, 529, 556

small category, 340
smash product, 11

as a homotopy pushout, 141
commutes with homotopy colimit, 265
commutes with homotopy pushout, 159
of a spectrum with space, 588

smooth manifold triad, 580
space
∞-connected, 67
base, 29
based, 7
co-H, 297
cofibrant, 415
compactly generated, 5
configuration, 251
connectivity, 67
contractible, 15
Eilenberg MacLane, 61
fibrant, 415
k-connected, 67
latching, 415
mapping, 12
matching, 415
of embeddings, 525
of immersions, 525
of knot invariants, 555
of knots modulo immersions, 554
of link maps, 542
of long immersions, 554
of long knots, 554

cosimplicial model, 561
is a two-fold loop space, 565

of maps, see mapping space
of maps of cubes, 224
of natural transformations, 373

and limit, 373
as end, 370
of cubes, 224

of paths, see path space
of punctured knots, 556
of sections, 530
path-connected, 20
pointed, 7
semisimplicial, 573
simplicial, 570
simply-connected, 20
total, 29
triple resolution, 461
weakly contractible, 67
well-pointed, 8, 55, 56

spaces
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homotopy equivalent, 15
homeomorphic, 6
pair, 7

k-connected, 68
spectral sequence, see also

homology/homotopy spectral sequence
Barratt’s desuspension, 463
generalized Eilenberg–Moore, 480
rth page, 482
second-quadrant, 482
unstable Adams, 480
Vassiliev, 567

spectrum, 587
K-theory, 587
category, 590
connective, 589
constant, 587
Eilenberg–MacLane, 587
equivalent to Ω-spectrum, 590
homotopy fixed points, 594
homotopy groups, 589
homotopy orbits, 594
smashing with a space, 588
sphere, 587
structure maps, 587
suspension, 587
weak equivalence, 590

sphere spectrum, 587
square

as a map of maps, 92
cartesian, 99
cocartesian, 136
cofibrant, 165

colimit is homotopy colimit, 165
pushout, 165
replacement, 166

equivalent to cofibrant square, 165
equivalent to fibrant square, 125
factorization, 121, 163, 436
fibrant, 124

limit is homotopy limit, 124
pullback, 124
replacement, 124

first non-vanishing homotopy group, 216,
330

homology groups, 171
homotopy cartesian, see homotopy cartesian

square
equivalent to fibrant pullback square, 125

homotopy cocartesian, see homotopy
cocartesian square

equivalent to cofibrant pushout square,
165

homotopy groups, 133
homotopy pullback, see homotopy pullback

square
homotopy pushout, see homotopy pushout

square
k-cartesian, 111
k-cocartesian, 150
long exact sequence of homology groups,

171
long exact sequence of homotopy groups,

133
of spectra

homotopy cartesian, 592
homotopy cocartesian, 592

of suspensions, 167
pullback, 99
punctured, 92
pushout, 136
total homotopy cofiber, 168
total homotopy fiber, 127

stable homotopy groups, 588
of spheres, 588

stably k-excisive functor, 510
Stasheff associahedron, 560
strict

pullback, 99, 230
pushout, 136, 258

strongly cartesian cube, 242
equivalent to pullback cube, 243

strongly cocartesian cube, 268
and homotopy fibers, 276
equivalent to pushout cube, 270

structure maps
operad, 595
spectrum, 587

subcategory, 340
full, 340

subcomplex, 8
subset

concave, 324
convex, 316
maximal, 316
minimal, 324
partition, 290

supremum as a colimit, 361
suspension

adjoint to loops, 14
as homotopy cofiber, 59
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630 Index

as homotopy colimit of a punctured cube,
259

as homotopy pushout, 141
commutes with

homotopy cofiber, 60
homotopy colimit, 265, 430
homotopy pushout, 159

connectivity, 70
fiberwise, 181
of a map, 10
of a sphere, 10
reduced, 10
unreduced, 10

suspension spectrum, 587
as excisive functor, 507

symmetric functor, 518
symmetric product

infinite, 89, 280
nth, 89

Taylor tower
convergence for embeddings, 543
error estimate, 541
for long knots, 557
homotopy calculus, 514

layer, 516
homotopy spectral sequence, 524
manifold calculus, 534

layer, 535
radius of convergence

homotopy calculus, 523
manifold calculus, 540

Thom Transversality Theorem, 585
Thomason’s homotopy colimit theorem, 442
topology

compact-open, 12
on a coproduct, 351
on a product, 350
on a totalization, 446
Whitney, 582

total
complex, 497
generalized Whitehead product, 334
space, 29
tower, 452

total cofiber, see total homotopy cofiber
total fiber, see total homotopy fiber
total homotopy cofiber

and iterated homotopy cofiber, 168
and retracts, 273
and suspension, 273

as iterated homotopy cofiber, 272
as total homotopy cofiber of a square, 274
cofibration sequence, 274
homology spectral sequence, 492
of a cube, 272
of a square, 168

total homotopy fiber
and loops, 252
and retracts, 252
as iterated homotopy fiber, 128, 250
as total homotopy fiber of a square, 254
fibration sequence, 254
homotopy groups in stable range, 218, 332
homotopy spectral sequence, 489
of a cube, 249
of a square, 127

totalization, 446
and homotopy limit, 448, 449, 477
and limit, 448
as a functor, 447
as an equalizer, 447
based, 446
homotopy invariant, 449
of a multi-cosimplicial space, 477
partial, 452
tower, 452

tower
homotopy colimit, 398
homotopy limit, 393
of cofibrations

colimit is homotopy invariant, 409
homology spectral sequence, 486
of skeleta, 576

of fibrations
homotopy spectral sequence, 482
limit is homotopy invariant, 399

of partial totalizations, 452
realization of indexing category, 387
Taylor, see Taylor tower

Transversality Theorem
Elementary, 585
Multijet, 586
Thom, 585

transverse map, 584
triad

homotopy groups, 185
excisive, 185
first non-zero homotopy group, 185
long exact homotopy sequence, 185
smooth manifold, 580

triple, 185, 461
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resolution of a space, 461
trivial fibration, 30
truncation

of a cosimplicial space, 451
homology spectral sequence, 500
homotopy spectral sequence, 500

of a homotopy colimit, 411
of a homotopy limit, 404
of a simplicial set, 573

twisted arrow category, 439

undercategory, 382
of a functor, 382

union
as pushout, 364
of homotopy cocartesian squares, 153

unit
disk, 5
interval, 4
sphere, 5

universal property, 348
of the colimit of a punctured cube, 255
of the limit of a punctured cube, 227
of the pullback, 94
of the pushout, 133

universal quasifibration, 85
and pullback over disks, 86
is a local quasifibration, 85
patching criterion, 88

unordered configuration space, 530, 535
unreduced suspension, 10
unstable Adams spectral sequence, 480

van Kampen Theorem, see Seifert–van
Kampen Theorem

Vassiliev invariants, see finite type knot
invariants

Vassiliev spectral sequence, 567
collapses, 567

vector bundle, 29
vector space

direct product, 362
direct sum, 362

very small category, 342

weak equivalence, 16
and homotopy cartesian square, 116
and homotopy cocartesian square, 155
and homotopy groups, 22
and mapping spaces, 17
of maps, 117
of pairs, 16
of spectra, 590
of squares, 124
vs. homotopy equivalence, 16, 68, 100, 112

weak topology, 4
weakly contractible space, 67
wedge, 11

as a homotopy pushout, 140
as a pushout, 134
commutes with

homotopy colimit, 263, 265, 429
homotopy pushout, 154, 159

fat, 260, 272
wedge sum, see wedge
well-pointed space, 8, 56
Whitehead product

generalized, 186, 219, 334
total generalized, 334

Whitehead Theorem
Homological, 187, 202
Homotopical, 187

Whitney Approximation Theorem, 582
for manifolds, 582

Whitney topology, 582

Z-nilpotent completion, 462
zeroth order contact, 581
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